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Abstract

At the moment, the PLD technique is accounted as a well-established laboratory coating technology. However, the missing of PLD

coating systems, which fulfill the requirements for industrial applications–mainly, high rate and large-area deposition–is considered as one

of the main obstacles for the industrial breakthrough. This paper addresses the techniques of industrial scale-up and the potential applications

of the Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) shown by the example of tribological coatings deposited by the industrially-scaled PLD coater at Laser

Center Leoben of JOANNEUM RESEARCH Forschungsgesellschaft mbH in Austria. Future prospects and potentialities of the industrially-

used PLD technique are given based on the HybridPLD technique combining PLD, magnetron sputtering and ion-assisted surface activation/

film deposition.

D 2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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UNCORRE1. Introduction into PLD coating

In Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) a high-power laser

beam is focussed periodically onto a target material

provoking instantaneous evaporation and ionisation of the

surface atoms and, hence, forming a dense plasma inside the

plume of the evaporated material. These atoms, electrons,

and ions are driven away from the target at high speeds into

the vacuum of controlled conditions and strike the surface of

a substrate leading to the nucleation and growth of thin films

with the same chemical composition as the evaporated

material. Additionally, gas molecules can be introduced

inside the reaction chamber in order to react with the atoms

or molecules from the plume to deposit a film with desired

chemical composition on the substrate surface. Even if inert

gases are used, an increase of the deposition pressure

confines the plume expansion by increasing the number of

molecules that collide with the plume, allowing a homoge-

neous deposition over several cm2 of substrate surface [1].
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Several features are peculiar to the PLD technique that

are suited to the manufacturing of quite different materials

in single- and multilayer coatings [2]: PLD can be used to

deposit all solid materials including refractory metals, which

are normally difficult to deposit with conventional thin film

deposition techniques. The PLD technique is relatively

clean, with the laser situated external to vacuum, which

leads to a reduction in set-up complexity and costs. The

average deposition rate is relatively high, with the vacuum

requirements to maintain a certain acceptable level of

background gas contamination within a growing thin film,

not as stringent as for other ‘‘slower’’ deposition techniques.

PLD also exhibits very high instantaneous deposition rates,

which tend to result in the deposition of more continuous,

smoother thin films than those deposited at lower deposition

rates [3,4]. Ablated atomic material, both ions and neutrals,

are significantly more energetic during PLD than for other

thin film deposition techniques. This means that condensing

species are energetic enough to stimulate the growing thin

film, leading to smoother, denser thin films as a result of

increased adatom mobility [3] without using substrate

heating, which prevents the deposition of high-quality

multilayer films. In order to achieve the same effect, other
gy xx (2005) xxx – xxx
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deposition techniques frequently use a substrate heater to

thermally energise adatoms or even artificially stimulate

adatoms by firing ion beams directly towards the growing

thin film [5–7].

There is, however, one detrimental effect inherent to the

PLD technique, which, presumably, limited the application

of PLD in industrial style: the flux of atomic material

leaving the target surface is characterized by a highly polar,

forward-peaked distribution [8,9]. This results in thickness

uniformity problems when depositing thin films over large

areas.
T
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Fig. 1. Experimentally determined deposition rates determined from

titanium coatings produced by the four-spot PLD evaporation source at

Laser Center Leoben, JOANNEUM RESEARCH Forschungsgesellschaft

mbH (principle: see insert, target–substrate distance: 10 cm) [11].
UNCORREC

2. Industrial scale-up of PLD—problems and their

solutions

Although possessing these outstanding properties, which

have been demonstrated on many industrially significant

compounds, PLD has not found its way into the mainstream

of coating technologies. A part of the reluctance of industry

to adopt PLD is probably based on the perceived costs of

producing coatings at useful rates coupled with the high

costs of lasers and the lack to deposit large-area films

suitable for modern planar processing lines. Due to the

rapidly decreasing costs for high-power laser systems (high

repetition rate as well as high average output power) in the

last years, this argument is diminishing more and more.

In contrast, the lack of knowledge to deposit large-area

films industrially-scaled and reproducibly limits the com-

mercial use of PLD. The weak point in the PLD technique is

the point (or spot) target vaporization compared to the

‘‘linear’’ vaporization in evaporation or sputtering techni-

ques. Thus, the thickness uniformity according to the angular

distribution of the laser-induced plasma flux requires special

equipment of target or substrate movement to provide a

relative motion between the substrate and the beam to scan

the selected deposition area across the entire surface of the

substrate [10]. High-rate coating is only guaranteed, if several

laser systems are applied simultaneously.

Multi-spot PLD evaporation is based on the optimised

superposition of plumes, which are simultaneously ablated

from several evaporation spots and allow the imitation of a

line evaporator [11] (see insert in Fig. 1). Applying this

concept thickness variation in the coatings can be kept lower

than 5%. Fig. 1 shows a typical variation of the deposition

rate determined from coatings made from a four-spot PLD

evaporation source. The deposition rate is only slightly

lower in the overlapping zone, but it decreases rapidly to the

left and to the right. The uniformity of the thickness

achievable by superposition of plumes is sufficient for many

applications [12].

Despite from coating of planar substrates, for which

some technological possibilities were shown, in many

applications films of various compositions have to be

deposited onto non-planar substrates. The coating of 3d-

shaped workpieces can be realized by higher process gas
 P
Rpressures during deposition, allowing more intense scatter-

ing in the plume and, thus, the coating of substrate

surfaces perpendicular to the expansion direction of the

plume [13].
ED
3. Combining PLD and established coating techniques—

hybrid coating

Hybrid coating technologies involve simultaneous or

successive applications of different processing techniques,

which allow the modification and deposition of complex

film structures such as graded or multilayer films in one

deposition plant. Since the process of material ejection at the

target surface using PLD is not that sensitive to the

background gas or other system parameters, it is relatively

easy to incorporate other accessories such as an electron or

ion gun, DC, middle-frequency (MF) or radio-frequency

(RF) sources (for biasing) or even (magnetron) sputtering or

arc deposition systems in PLD systems.

All the electrical hybrid technologies (ion gun, electron

gun, RF source) influence only the energetic state of the

vapor and/or the plasma, whereas the amount of the

removed material remains unchanged. Ions from ion guns

can be used in a deposition chamber for the cleaning of the

substrate surface, for etching patterns in surface layers, for

promoting adhesion of the growing layer, enhancing

crystallization by increasing the surface temperature locally,

or helping to create in-plane crystalline orientation [10].

Electron guns are commonly used to neutralize a plasma,

generally originating from an ion gun. If an RF field is used

in PLD coating, a similar stimulation of the substrate surface

as found for ion plating is evident—the substrate is cleaned

and sputtered by ions, the films are densified, both

improving the adhesion.

By the application of magnetron sputtering in PLD

coating plants, higher deposition rates can be reached and

high adhesion of the films is achieved even at room
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temperature, too [14–16]. Pulsed DC magnetron sputtering

as well as RF sputtering allows an easy deposition of oxide

materials [1,10].
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Fig. 3. HybridPLD coater at Laser Center Leoben, JOANNEUM

RESEARCH Forschungsgesellschaft mbH.
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4. HybridPLD—industrially-scaled PLD coater at Laser

Center Leoben

Based on the principle of multi-beam evaporation from a

static target position onto moved substrates (Fig. 1) an

industrially-scaled PLD coating facility was built at Laser

Center Leoben in the last years. The system, shown

schematically in Fig. 2, comprises the hybrid coating

approach (thus, HybridPLD), allowing simultaneous depo-

sition from several coating sources:

& PLD coating is performed from rotating (metal) targets

using a pulsed Nd:YAG laser system of four laser beams

of 1064 nm wavelength, operating at a repetition rate of

50 Hz and providing 10 ns pulses of 600 mJ pulse

energy. The uniformity of the coating thickness reached

by this imitated line evaporator is given in Fig. 1.

& Additionally, magnetron sputtering (bias-supported) from

a 40 cm high rectangular sputter target provides a second

high-rate coating technique in the HybridPLD equip-

ment. By using pulsed DC sputtering the reactive

deposition of a wide range of metals is possible.

& A linear ion source completes the available coating

techniques, allowing substrate cleaning and activation as

well as plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition

(PACVD) at low substrate temperatures.

To achieve reproducible coatings, the plasma analysis

equipment contains a plasma emission monitor for plasma

spectroscopy and a time-of-flight mass spectrometer for gas

analysis. Stabilized laser power is reached by the application
UNCO

Fig. 2. Example for a versatile industrially-scaled hybrid PLD coater

including an ion source, pulsed DC magnetron sputtering, substrate biasing,

plasma diagnostics, substrate heating and substrate rotation/manipulation

(HybridPLD coater, JOANNEUM RESEARCH Forschungsgesellschaft

mbH, Laser Center Leoben) [18].
ED P
ROof laser power meters. These devices allow the creation of

reproducible reactive deposition in oxygen, nitrogen, hydro-

carbon (e.g. C2H2), and siloxane atmospheres by all three

available coating techniques. Additionally, inert gas atmos-

phere (argon, helium) allows the deposition of pure metals.

The deposition of the evaporated species takes place on

moveable and rotatable substrate manipulators mainly at

room temperature, but, if necessary, substrate heating is

possible. The whole equipment was designed for industri-

ally-scaled coating and possesses the largest vacuum

recipient used worldwide for PLD at the moment (height

of coating area: 500 mm, diameter of substrates up to 560

mm), and is a very versatile tool for the development of

coatings as well as for job lot coating (see Fig. 3). Pumping

is performed by a combination of a turbomolecular and a

mechanical pump, allowing recipient background pressures

down to the 10�6 Pa range.
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5. Tribological coating

At present mainly ion beam deposition, magnetron

sputtering, and arc deposition techniques are used for

industrial wear protection coating of tools and machine

parts [17]. However, the high substrate temperatures of at

least 300 to 400 -C necessary using these techniques for

sufficient adhesion of the coatings on the substrate as well

as for dense coating structures prevent the coating of heat

sensitive substrates like prequenched tools. The PLD

technique allows the coating of these materials at room

temperature with excellent adhesion strength due to its

specific deposition conditions (high energetic pulsed

plasma) [1].

According to our own investigations [18], the high

adhesion strength of films reached at room temperature

deposition by PLD is based on the formation of pseudo-

diffusion interfaces. As stated by Mattox [19] the formation

of this interface type leads to much better film adhesion

compared to abrupt interfaces commonly found for room

temperature coating by all the conventional, widely used
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vacuum coating techniques. The explanation could be the

apparently higher toughness of the interface region. Cracks

appearing under high loading of the coating are not able to

precede their elongation (‘‘growth’’), if the crack tip runs

into a region of high fracture toughness. Generally, the

fracture toughness of the (metallic) substrate and the dense

grown (mostly compressively stressed) PVD film are higher

than for the interface and interface-near region (the region of

chemical, structural and mechanical changes by coating),

which results in a crack growth in the interface region

(along the interface) and in the subsequent delamination of

the coating at the interface or in weak-boundary layers very

close to the interface, resp. Such a failure is disastrous for

the coating and generally fully deprives the coating of its

function (tribological protection, functional properties). In

contrast, cracks perpendicular to the interface affect the

coating behavior much less.

Such drastic effects are shown in Fig. 4 for room-

temperature DC magnetron sputtered and compared to

industrially-scaled PLD metal and hard coatings on hard

tool steel substrates. The applied test method for determin-

ing the hardness of thin coatings for tribological purposes

after DIN [20] is based on the indentation of a Rockwell C

indenter (diamond cone) into the coated substrate (Fig. 4a).
UNCORRECT

Fig. 4. (a) Explanation of the DIN thin coating adhesion test principle [20] based on

Evaluation of the indents surroundings (occurrence of cracks or delaminations) fo

images of the DIN adhesion test indents of room-temperature deposited coatings on

thick PLD Ti adhesive interface, (d) 1.5 Am thick DC magnetron sputtered Ti laye

thick PLD Ti adhesive interface.
D P
ROOF

The indentation results in plastic deformation of the

substrate material under the coating with a material flow

to all edges of the indent forming bulgings there. The

coating on the surface of the substrate has to follow this

deformation or cracks. The higher the plasticity of the

coating and the toughness of the interface is, the lower is its

tendency to form cracks. The amount of the cracked or

delaminated area is the basis for the quantification of the

adhesion (Fig. 4b).

As shown in Fig. 4c for room-temperature PLD titanium

nitride (TiN) coating with a 200 nm thick PLD adhesive

interface, some cracks are found in the highest deformed

region surrounding the indent, which are running through

the coating perpendicular to the substrate. High fracture

toughness of the interface stops the elongation to the cracks,

preventing its deflection from the interface. Such a

deflection would lead inescapably to the delamination of

parts of the coating. For the PLD TiN coating of adhesion

test class HF 1–2 such delaminations are not evident.

The higher the stresses in the coatings and the lower the

fracture toughness of the interfaces are, the higher is the

tendency to instability after the occurrence of the first

cracks, resulting in their extremely long elongation and

large delaminations. Such phenomena generally occur for
E

the Rockwell-C hardness test on polished hard steel substrate materials. (b)

r the quantification of the adhesion test class HF. (c– f) Light microscopical

tool steels of 60 HRC hardness: (c) 1.5 Am thick PLD TiN layer on 200 nm

r, (e) 1.5 Am thick unbiased DC magnetron sputtered TiN layer on 200 nm
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room-temperature unbiased magnetron sputtered coatings

on non-activated substrate surfaces, as shown for a TiN

coating in Fig. 4d. Failure of this film occurs by full

delamination of the coating, impressively revealing the very

low fracture toughness of the steel–TiN interface.

Changing the interface type from the abrupt interface,

occurring for coatings sputtered under these conditions, to

the pseudodiffusion type by using a 200 nm thick PLD

titanium interface below the TiN sputtered coating prevents

fully the formation of cracks and delaminations (Fig. 4e).

Based on the excellent coating adhesion and on micro-

structures of PLD films comparable to films deposited at

some 100 -C higher temperatures by e.g. sputtering the

tribological behavior of room temperature deposited PLD

films is similar, as shown in Fig. 5 for a wide variety of

coating materials. Both basic types of tribological coating

materials–(1) hard coatings and (b) solid lubricants–were

successfully deposited by PLD.

The class of hard coatings is characterized by rather high

friction coefficients such TiN, chromium nitride (CrN),

titanium oxide (TiO2), and titanium–aluminum nitride

(Ti,Al)N, protecting surfaces from abrasion and erosion
UNCORRECT
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Fig. 5. Friction and wear behavior of hard coatings, industrially-scaled

deposited by the room-temperature PLD technique and tested in the pin-on-

disc test. Tribological test parameters: substrate for coating: ASTM M2

steel, hardened and tempered (¨63 HRC hardness), mirror-polished

surface; counterpart: ASTM 52100 ball-bearing steel balls, hardened and

tempered (¨60 HRC hardness), mirror-polished surface; friction load: 10

N; Hertzian pressure: ¨2 GPa; sliding distance: 200 m; atmosphere: 25 -C,

60% relative humidity.
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wear. Thus, their field of applications is mainly the wear

protection of tools for forming (and cutting) operations. Due

to the development of the HybridPLD to a room-temper-

ature coating technique the high-temperature exposure and

behavior of coatings, which are found in cutting operations

(cutting inserts, drills, saws, etc.), are of little interest. In

contrast, coatings for (cold) forming operations, like TiN,

TiO2 and ((Ti,Al)N), are of high concern. During forming,

the main demand is a major plastic deformation of the

workpiece, strongly stressing the forming tool surface. The

quality of metal-working forming tools (forming discs,

punches and rolls) is considerably influenced by the wear

behavior and the friction at the tool surface. Thus, the

demands for coatings are high hardness, the decrease of the

adhesion tendency between workpiece and tool surface

(decreasing adhesive wear), and sufficient toughness (avoid-

ing abrasive wear) [21,22], which are commonly well

fulfilled by TiN and (Ti,Al)N coatings. The main field of

CrN film application is polymer forming (e.g. extrusion,

injection molding, etc.) replacing softer electroplated

chromium [23,24]. The low adhesion of polymer melts on

(oxidized) CrN surfaces reduces friction and facilitates

workpiece demolding.

Solid lubricants and hard coatings forming solid lubricant

films on their surfaces during the tribological contact, like

titanium carbonitrides (Ti(C,N)), titanium–aluminium car-

bonitrides ((Ti,Al)(C,N)) or hydrogen-free (a-C) and hydro-

genated (a-C:H) diamond-like carbon (DLC), possess rather

low friction coefficients due to easy slip on their surfaces.

These low-friction coatings are predestined for the use in

mechanical components like bearings. The soft solid-

lubricant microfilms, formed on the contact surfaces in the

running-in phase of the tribological contact, allow extremely

low friction at low shear strength. The hardness of the

subjacent unworn coating supports these films in carrying

normal loads. Their sufficient thickness allows their

repeated formation, e.g. after damaging by overloads.

Generally, the low friction coefficients decrease the wear

rate of the counterpart surface and in many cases of the

coating itself.
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6. Conclusions

The current work showed that the step of industrial scale-

up of Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) was set in the last

years at Laser Center Leoben of JOANNEUM RESEARCH

Forschungsgesellschaft mbH. The application of a multi-

beam approach, the overlapping of several laser plumes

allows the increase of thickness homogeneities and high-rate

coating. Large-area coating was realized by substrate

movement. Compared to competitive PVD coating techni-

ques, the main advantage of PLD is the low substrate

temperature for coating, allowing even at room temperature

deposition similar coatings quality, coating adhesion, and

technological (tribological) behavior than at 200–250 -C
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higher temperatures conventionally PVD deposited coat-

ings. The future of advanced coating leads to the establish-

ing of hybrid coating techniques, combining several

different e.g. PVD and CVD techniques to fit their

advantages together, allowing both superior and cost-

efficient coating architecture.
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